Segmenting the continuous speech stream into units for further perceptual and linguistic 2 analyses is fundamental to speech recognition. The speech amplitude envelope (SE) has 3 long been considered a fundamental temporal cue for segmenting speech. Does the 4 temporal fine structure (TFS), a significant part of speech signals often considered to 5 contain primarily spectral information, contribute to speech segmentation? Using 6 magnetoencephalography, we show that the TFS entrains cortical oscillatory responses 7 between 3-6 Hz and demonstrate, using mutual information analysis, that (i) the temporal 8 information in the TFS can be reconstructed from a measure of frame-to-frame spectral 9 change and correlates with the SE and (ii) that spectral resolution is key to the extraction 10 of such temporal information. Furthermore, we show behavioural evidence that, when the 11 SE is temporally distorted, the TFS provides cues for speech segmentation and aids 12 speech recognition significantly. Our findings show that it is insufficient to investigate 13 solely the SE to understand temporal speech segmentation, as the SE and the TFS derived 14 from a band-filtering method convey comparable, if not inseparable, temporal 15 information. We argue for a more synthetic view of speech segmentation -the auditory 16 system groups speech signals coherently in both temporal and spectral domains. 17 18
The TFS is argued to convey distinct cues not present in the SE (Gilbert et al. 2007 ) 21 and to play an important role in mediating speech perception in challenging backgrounds 22 (Hopkins et al. 2008; Moore 2008; Swaminathan et al. 2016 ). It was demonstrated in 23 neurophysiological studies that the TFS contributes to robust cortical entrainment for 24 speech in noise . Indeed, after eliminating amplitude fluctuations, 25 the processed speech signal can still entrain cortical oscillatory responses (Zoefel and 26 VanRullen 2015; . These studies argue for an important role played by the TFS, 27 which complements the traditional view that the SE is the dominant cue for speech 28 segmentation. However, it remains unclear how the TFS contributes to robust cortical 29 entrainment to speech and whether the TFS and SE play different roles in speech 30
segmentation. 31
Various studies suggest that the envelope can be 'recovered' from the TFS through 32 cochlear processing (Ghitza 2001; Zeng et al. 2004; Shamma and Lorenzi 2013) . From a 33 neurophysiological perspective, it is argued that cues in the spectral structure of speech 34 (without amplitude modulations) entrain cortical oscillations and provide temporal 35 information (Zoefel and VanRullen 2015) . The TFS provides acoustic cues to help form 36 auditory objects for grouping and entrainment (Ding and Simon 2012; . 37
But the cues, whether acoustic or high-level, are not clearly specified in previous studies, 38
and it is not well understood how these cues are extracted from the TFS. 39
Here we first take a traditional approach by separating the SE and the TFS using the 40 'filterbank' method and test whether the human auditory system can capitalize on the 41 In Experiment 2, we processed the sentences and created four types of reversed 117 speech: directly reversed speech (R), envelope reversed speech (ER), fine structure 118 reversed speech (FSR), and envelope reversed noise-vocoded speech (ERNV). To 119 generate R sentences, we cut each sentence into short segments using a rectangular 120 window (e.g. 50 ms) and reversed each segment temporally. Then we concatenated the 121 reversed segments of each sentence in the original order to form a new sentence, whose 122 local segments were temporally reversed. The R sentences were generated in the same 123 way as in previous studies (Saberi and Perrott 1999; . 124 Figure 3A illustrates procedures to generate ER, FSR, and ERNV sentences. We cut 125 the envelope of each band into segments using a fixed window size and reversed each 126 segment temporally, and then concatenated them to form a reversed envelope for each 127 band. The new reversed envelope was then used to modulate the intact TFS of the 128 corresponding band to generate the ER sentences. We used the new reversed envelopes to 129 modulate narrow band noise of corresponding frequency bands to get the ERNV 130 sentences. We kept the envelopes intact while cutting TFS into segments and reversing 131 TFS segments to form reversed TFS. The intact envelopes and the reversed TFS were put 132 together to form FSR sentences. 133
In Experiment 2A, R, ER, and FSR sentences were used to test intelligibility on each 134 type of speech. Six window sizes were used to cut speech into segments for the R 135 We selected TFS stimuli of 28 total sentences. 25 TFS stimuli of different sentences were 146 presented once each and 3 TFS stimuli of 3 different sentences were presented 25 times 147 each. All TFS stimuli were pseudo-randomly presented in one block during MEG 148 recordings. To keep subjects alert, after hearing each TFS stimulus participants were 149 prompted to make a judgment via a button box on whether TFS stimuli sounded like 150 speech or not. The behavioral responses were not analyzed because all participants 151 reported that TFS stimuli did not sound like speech. This could be because the TFS was 152 derived using 16 bands and the envelope cues cannot be recovered from the TFS (Smith 153 et al. 2002; Hopkins et al. 2010 ). The participants had no prior knowledge on the TFS 154 stimuli or on the sentences from which the TFS stimuli were derived. The inter-trial 155 interval (ISI) of 1.5 -2 s began after the key press. The ISI was used as a baseline for 156 MEG analysis. 157
MEG recording and preprocessing. 158
MEG signals were measured with participants in a supine position, in a magnetically 159 shielded room using a 157-channel whole-head axial gradiometer system (KIT, 160 Kanazawa Institute of Technology, Japan). A sampling rate of 1000 Hz was used with an 161 online 1-200 Hz analog band-pass filter and a notch filter centered around 60 Hz. After 162 the main experiment, participants were presented with 1 kHz tone beeps of 50 ms 163 duration as a localizer to determine their M100 evoked responses, which is a canonical 164 auditory response (Roberts et al. 2000) . 20 channels with the largest M100 response in 165 both hemispheres (10 channels in each hemisphere) were selected as auditory channels 166 for each participant individually. Further analysis was conducted only on the selected 167 channels. 168 MEG data analysis was conducted in MATLAB using the Fieldtrip toolbox 169 discarded. An independent component analysis was used to correct for eye blink-, eye 177 movement-, heartbeat-related and system-related artifacts. Each trial was divided into 6s 178 epoch, with 2s pre-stimulus period and 4s post-stimulus period. The variable baseline was 179 corrected for in each trial by subtracting out the mean of the whole trial before doing 180 further analyses. 181
To extract instantaneous phase information, single-trial data in each MEG channel 182 were transformed using a Morlet wavelet function embedded in the Fieldtrip toolbox, 183 with a frequency ranged from 1 to 60 Hz in steps of 1 Hz. To balance spectral and 184 temporal resolution of the time-frequency transformation, from 1 to 20 Hz, the window 185 length increased linearly from 1.5 cycles/frequency to 7 cycles/frequency, and was kept 186 constant at 7 cycles/frequency above 20 Hz. The analysis windows for each trial was 187 from 1s pre-stimulus period to 3s post-stimulus period with a temporal step of 10 ms. For 20 trials of each repeated TFS stimulus, one trial was left out, and then a template 207 was created by averaging phase series using the circular mean across the remaining trials 208 for each of the TFS stimuli. There were three repeated TFS stimuli; so three templates of 209 TFS stimuli were created. The circular distances between each template and each left-out 210 trial from each TFS stimulus was computed. The circular distance was applied for phase 211 classification by taking the circular mean during the period of 300 ms to 1500 ms after 212 the stimulus onset, and on each frequency. A trial was given one template's label if the 213 distance between this trial and the template was the smallest among the three templates. 214
The classification analysis was conducted on each frequency within the frequency 215 range that showed robust ITPC for 3 TFS stimuli compared with 25 TFS stimuli that 216 were present once each. 217
A confusion matrix of classification scores was constructed for each trial of each 218 stimulus type on each auditory channel. Then, classification performance was measured 219 in a signal detection framework: correctly labelling the target stimulus was count as a 220
'hit' while labelling the other two stimuli as the target stimulus was counted as 'false 221 alarm'; d' was calculated based on hit rates and false alarm rates and averaged across all 222 auditory channels. Classification accuracy using the phase of each frequency was 223 indicated by the mean of d' over the three TFS stimuli, which was compared to the total 224 d' of the identification task which indicates participants' sensitivity in the behavioral 225 study (Macmillan and In the present study, the acoustic properties of each stimulus are simply the values at 262 each time point. For each frequency of the neurophysiological response, the phase 263 distribution was composed of six equally spaced bins: 0 to pi/3, pi/3 to pi * 2/3, pi * 2/3 264 to pi, pi to pi * 4/3, pi * 4/3 to pi * 5/3, and pi * 5/3 to pi * 2. By choosing 6 bins for 265 phase information, we ensured that there is enough temporal resolution to capture 266 acoustic dynamics (Cogan and Poeppel 2011) . The acoustic properties were first 267 normalized within each sentence by dividing their maximum value and then grouped 268 within each condition using 8 bins equally spaced from the minimum value to the 269 maximum value. Eight bins were chosen because we wanted to have enough discrete 270 precision to capture changes in acoustic properties while making sure that each bin has 271 sufficient counts for MI analysis, since the greater number of bins would lead to zero 272 counts in certain bins. 273
The estimation of MI is subject to bias caused by finite sampling of the probability 274 distributions because limited data was supplied in the present study. Therefore, a 275 quadratic extrapolation embedded in the Information Breakdown Toolbox was applied to 276 correct bias. MI is computed on the data set of each condition. A quadratic function is 277 then fit to the data points and the actual MI is taken to be the zero-crossing value. This 278 new value reflects the estimated MI for an infinite number of trials and greatly reduces 279 the finite sampling bias Panzeri et al. 2007) . 280
A shuffling procedure of sentence labels was applied to determine the baseline for MI 281 analysis. 28 TFS sentences used in Experiment 1 were randomly assigned to trials in 282 each condition to create a new date set and the same MI analysis was implemented on 283 each frequency. This procedure was repeated 1000 times to get a distribution of MI 284 values, from which a 99% one-side threshold was derived. By doing this, we preserved 285 the structure of time series in data. Therefore, be comparing the baseline with the results, 286
we ensured that MI results were not due to noise and specific processing procedures. 287
Experiment 2: Behavioral measurement 288
All participants were sitting in a soundbooth while doing the tasks. In Experiment 2A, 10 289 R, 10 ER, and 10 FSR sentences for each window size were presented. We presented 290 each type of sentence in separate blocks, such that three blocks (R block, ER block, and 291 FSR block) were presented in Experiment 2A and there were 60 different R sentences 292 (six window sizes × 10 sentences), 60 ER sentences (six window sizes × 10 sentences), 293 and 30 FSR sentences (three window sizes × 10 sentences) total. Since we only have 100 294 different sentences in the materials, 10 sentences were shared between the R block and 295 ER block. These shared ten sentences were in the largest window size condition (120 and 296 200 ms). Because intelligibility is very low for R and ER blocks under the largest 297 window size, we can avoid the confound of hearing an intelligible sentence a second time 298 which could prime listeners to better understand the second instance of the sentence. 299
Thirty different FSR sentences were selected from the sentences of the largest window 300 size used in the R block and ER block, 15 from each block. The FSR block was always 301 presented at the end, because, in our preliminary testing, we found that the FSR sentences 302 were highly intelligible. We first presented the R block and then the ER block, instead of 303 counter-balancing the order of two blocks. By doing this, we tried to avoid the confound 304 that ER sentences contain more speech cues -as the intact TFS was preserved in ER 305 sentences, participants could in theory adapt to the cues in ER sentences and improve 306 performance in the R block. 307
In Experiment 2B, 10 ER and 10 ERNV sentences for each window size were 308 presented and there were 60 ER sentences and 60 ERNV sentences total in two separate 309 blocks. 10 sentences were shared between the ER block and the ERNV block. We set 310 these ten shared sentences in the condition of the largest window size. The order of ER 311 block and ERNV block was counter-balanced between participants. 312 Using MATLAB, the participants were presented with one sentence on each trial and 313 were required to type in an Excel sheet what they heard after each sentence was presented 314 (10 second limit). After the participants finished typing, they pushed a key on a message 315 dialogue box to start next sentence. The input method for Chinese characters was 316
Microsoft Pinyin IME 2003 without autocomplete. We treated each character of a 317 sentence as one response and used the total number of the correct characters typed by the 318 participants over 10 sentences divided by the total number of characters (70) as the 319 intelligibility score for each window size. 320
Psychometric function fitting. 321
For the R and ER blocks in Experiment 2A and the ER block and ERNV block in 322 Experiment 2B, we fitted a psychometric curve to each participant's intelligibility score 323
for each block using a Weibull function in the Palademes toolbox 1.5.2 (Prins and 324
Kingdom 2009). The 50 percent intelligibility threshold and the slope of the 325 psychometric curves were derived for each participant and later used for further analysis. 326
Because intelligibility in FSR stayed at a ceiling level across all window sizes, we did not 327 fit a psychometric curve to the data of FSR block. For the purpose of illustration, we 328 averaged the intelligibility scores across subjects and fit a psychometric function to the 329 averaged scores. These psychometric functions using group averaged scores were not 330 used in any analysis. 331 
371
To determine whether cortical oscillatory responses track distinct temporal structures 372 reflected in the TFS, we employed a single-trial classifier to classify trials of the three 373 repeated TFS stimuli between 1 and 8 Hz, using the MEG phase series (Fig. 1C) We computed MI between the SE of 20 different sentences and the phase series evoked 397 by the TFS derived from these 20 sentences. To set a baseline for MI values, we 398 generated a null distribution of MI values by shuffling the labels between the sentences 399 and computed MI values from 1000 shuffled datasets. We found that phase patterns of 400 the entrained oscillations by TFS share a significant amount of information with the SEfrom 1 to 8 Hz (p < 0.01) (Fig. 2A, left panel) , which aligns with the findings above on 402 cortical entrainment (Fig. 1A) . This result demonstrates that the temporal information 403 extracted from the TFS strongly correlates with the envelope information. 404 405 
427
This suggests that for cochlear implant users or people with hearing loss, the inability to use the TFS for 428 speech perception could be due to degraded spectral resolution. The shaded area indicates +/-SEM over 429 subjects. Asterisks show significance levels (***, p < 0.001; *, p < 0.05).
430
Next we tried to determine how temporal information is extracted from the TFS. It has 431 been suggested that the SE can be recovered from TFS through cochlear processing 432 We then computed MI between the recovered envelope and the phase series evoked by 438 the TFS. Although we found significant MI values across a wide range of frequencies (1 439 -15 Hz) (p < 0.01, FDR corrected), the amount of MI between the recovered envelope 440 and the phase series was much smaller than the MI between the SE and the phase series 441 ( Fig. 2A, red line) . This result suggests that the recovered envelope is not solely what the 442 auditory system uses to extract temporal information from TFS (Sheft et al. 2008 ). Other 443 processes may be in play. Nonetheless, the result confirms the previous finding from a 444 neurophysiological perspective, namely that when TFS is extracted using more than 8 445 bands, as in our present study, the recovered envelopes are no longer beneficial for 446 speech recognition . sentence can be seen in Figure 2B (blue line), which showed similar dynamics to the SE 457 (Fig. 2B, orange line) . The SE and the SC are significantly correlated over the 25 458 sentences used (one-sample t-test against zeros, t(24) = 12.16, p < 0.001, Bonferroni 459 corrected), but no significant correlation was found between the RE and the SE (t(24) = 460 1.58, p = 0.384, Bonferroni corrected) as well as between the RE and the SC (t(24) = 461 1.45, p = 0.480, Bonferroni corrected) (Fig. 2B, right panel) . We computed MI between 462 the spectral correlation and the phase series evoked by TFS. MI values were found to be 463 significant from 1 to 10 Hz (p < 0.01, FDR corrected) and were larger than the MI 464 between the recovered envelope and the phase series from 2 to 4 Hz, which coincides 465 with the peak of spectra of the SE (~ 3 Hz) ( Fig. 2A, orange line) . The results 466 demonstrate that the auditory system extracts temporal information relevant to the SE 467 from TFS using a procedure modelled by spectral correlation. 468
We combined MI computed from both spectral correlation and recovered envelope and 469 summarized the MI values over 3 to 6 Hz, the most informative frequency range found in 470 the classification analysis ( Fig. 2A, right panel) . We found that there was no significant 471 difference between the MI values computed using SE and the MI values computed using 472 both the recovered envelope and the spectral correlation (t(10) = 1.18, p = 1, d = 0.37, 473
Bonferroni corrected). 474
In summary, the results suggest that temporal information can be extracted from TFS 475 which correlates with the temporal information carried by the SE. A process that 476 computes the spectral correlation between adjacent temporal frames could be used by the 477 auditory system to extract the envelope information from TFS. The recovered envelope 478 from cochlear processes also provides temporal information but does not seem to play a 479 prominent role (Sheft et al. 2008) . 480
Extraction of temporal information from TFS depends on the number of frequency 481 bands (spectral resolution). 482
As cochlear implants often provide poor spectral resolution (Oxenham and MEG phase series and the CSC of the different band numbers (Fig. 2C, left panel) . We 490 conducted a one-way repeated measures ANOVA from 1 to 60 Hz, with spectral 491 resolution as the main factor (five levels: SC, CSC of 32, 16, 8 and 4 bands), and found a 492 significant main effect of the spectral resolution from 1 to 10 Hz (p < 0.05, FDRcorrected). We then averaged MI from 3 to 6 Hz and found a downward linear trend with 494 decreased spectral resolution (F(1,10) = 67.76, p < 0.001, ηp 2 = .871) (Fig. 2C, right  495 panel). The results provide compelling evidence that spectral resolution significantly 496 affects extraction of temporal information from the TFS. 497
We next examined the effect of the band number on the recovered envelope. We 498 computed recovered envelopes using 32, 16, 8, and 4 cochlear bands separately and 499 calculated MI between MEG phase series and the recovered envelopes of different band 500 numbers (Fig. 2C, middle The results show that the number of bands does not affect recovering the envelope 511 from the TFS as the frequency bands decrease from 32 to 8 bands. In contrast, we found a 512 significant effect of the band number for spectral correlation. This is consistent with 513 previous findings that spectral resolution modulates the efficiency of extracting temporal 514 information from the TFS (Léger et al. 2015; Oxenham 2018) . 515
TFS significantly compensates for SE temporal information compromised in 516
temporally disrupted speech. 517
We tested whether the TFS compensates for lost temporal information when the SE is 518 disrupted in Experiment 2. We used a 'reversed speech' paradigm in which the temporal 519 structure of speech signals is compromised by temporally reversing local segments and 520 then tested speech intelligibility (Saberi and Perrott 1999; . The 521 rationale is that the reversing procedure disrupts the modulation phase of the SE and, as 522 the reversed temporal window becomes larger, the modulation phase gets distorted more 523 severely and provides incorrect cues on the temporal structure of speech. This reversing 524 procedure, therefore, renders the temporal cues carried by the reversed SE unavailable for 525 segmenting speech signals. Then we can test whether the auditory system extracts certain 526 cues provided by the TFS to segment speech signals. Figure 3A show a schematic 527 illustration of stimulus generation. By comparing speech intelligibility for the reversed 528 speech when TFS is intact with the conditions when the SE and TFS are both disrupted, 529 we determine whether the TFS, similar to the SE, provides critical temporal information 530 for speech segmentation. 531 532 
549
In Experiment 2A, we directly reversed the speech segments and varied the segment 550 size to generate directly reversed (R) sentences -i.e. SE and TFS were both reversed. 551
Next, we locally reversed the SE and used this reversed SE to modulate the intact TFS to 552 generate envelope reversed (ER) sentences. For fine structure reversed (FSR) sentences, 553
we used the intact SE to modulate the reversed TFS. An illustration of the stimulus 554 generation and spectrograms of one example sentence is shown in Fig 3A (See Methods  555 for details). We recruited 10 Chinese native speakers and tested speech intelligibility for 556 these sentences (ten sentences for each segment size). For Experiment 1B, we created 557 envelope reversed noise-vocoded (ERNV) sentences by using the reversed SE to 558 modulate noise (Fig 3A) . By comparing intelligibility of 10 Chinese native speakers for 559 the ER sentences with the ERNV sentences, we further evaluated the contribution of the 560 TFS. The behavioral results are shown in Fig 3B.  561 We fit each participant's intelligibility scores to a psychometric function (see 562
Methods) and conducted a two-way mixed effect ANOVA on the thresholds of the 563 psychometric functions (fifty percent correct threshold). We treated Experiment 564 (Experiment 2A and Experiment 2B) as the between-subjects factor and TFS (with intact 565 TFS: ER, or without intact TFS: R and ERNV) as the within-subject factor. We found a 566 significant main effect of TFS (F(1,18) = 227.14, p < 0.001, ηp 2 = .927), but not for 567 and one might have expected tone-related differences in behavioral thresholds, the results 577 of R sentences are comparable to the results of previous studies using sentences from 578 non-tonal languages (Saberi and Perrott 1999; . 579
Next we turn to the novel manipulations. In Experiment 2A, speech intelligibility for 580 the ER sentences was significantly higher than for the R sentences. As the key difference 581 between the R and ER sentences is only whether the TFS is disrupted, this result suggests 582 that the intact TFS in the ER sentences aids in restoring the temporal information in the 583 reversed speech by increasing intelligibility. In Experiment 2B, we also found that the 584 intelligibility threshold for the ER sentences was significantly larger than for the ERNV 585 sentences, and that the intelligibility difference between ERNV and ER sentences was 586 comparable to the difference between the R and ER sentences. This second result lends 587 strong support to the hypothesis that the auditory system extracts temporal information 588 from the TFS to compensate for the disrupted SE. 589
Speech intelligibility for the FSR sentences did not change across different segment 590
sizes. This could be because the intact SE supplied sufficient information for speech 591 segmentation even though TFS was compromised. This could be considered a similar 592 case as Shannon et al. (1995) , where noise modulated by four bands of the SE was 593 sufficient for speech perception. The data invite the hypothesis that the temporal 594 information in the TFS only starts to become a significant cue when the SE is disrupted. 595
The gain in speech intelligibility by adding the intact TFS may be caused by an 596 interaction at the acoustic level between TFS and the reversed envelope, such that the 597 original envelope is recovered (Kates 2011; Shamma and Lorenzi 2013) . Admittedly, 598 while the shape of the envelope can be changed depending on its carrier, we argue that 599 this contributes little to the gain in intelligibility. In Figure 4 , we show that the spectra of 600 the envelopes of the ER and ERNV sentences do not significantly differ across different 601 segment sizes. We first generated the ER and ERNV sentences from 20 raw sentences 602 and then extracted their envelopes using 16 bands. We computed the average spectra of 603 the ER and ERNV envelopes (Fig. 4A, upper panel) and then the differential spectra 604 between the ER and ERNV envelopes (Fig. 4A, lower panel) . To quantify whether the 605 differences between the ER and ERNV envelope spectra were significant, we computed a 606 bootstrap threshold with a two-sided alpha level of 0.05: we randomly sampled from the 607 ER and ERNV sentences to form two new groups of sentences and then computed a 608 differential spectrum. We repeated this procedure 1000 times to generate thresholds for 609 the differential spectra between ER and ERNV. For window lengths of 70 and 90 ms, 610 speech intelligibility differed significantly between ER and ERNV sentences (Fig. 3C) , 611 but there were no significant differences of the spectra of the envelopes (Fig. 4B) . 612 613 614 experiments, we first demonstrated that the TFS could entrain cortical oscillatory 634 responses, with phase patterns specific to a particular TFS. We then evaluated 635 contributions to temporal information from the recovered envelope and the spectral 636 dynamics in the TFS and found that the temporal information of the TFS comes primarily 637 from the dynamics of its spectral structure, which can be captured using spectral 638 correlation. A further analysis on the effect of the number of frequency bands showed 639 that spectral resolution plays a major role in extracting temporal information from TFS. 640
Using behavioral measurements, we next showed that the TFS contains critical acoustic 641 cues for the auditory system to restore the temporal structure of speech and aids speech 642
recognition. 643
The data explain previous findings on the benefit of TFS in challenging listening 644
environments. 645
Our behavioral results showed that TFS helps the auditory system restore temporal 646 information when the SE is disrupted. This result echoes previous findings that TFS helps 647 increase speech intelligibility under challenging environments (Hopkins et al. 2008 ; 648 The auditory system extracts temporal information from both the TFS and the SE. 663
Previous studies (Ghitza 2001; Zeng et al. 2004 ) suggest that the auditory system extracts 664 temporal information from the TFS through the recovered envelope. Our data support this 665 general point. Furthermore, we also found that the recovered envelope by itself cannot 666 fully explain the amount of temporal information in the TFS (Fig. 2A) . Our MI analysis 667 between SC and the MEG phase series reveals that the auditory system monitors spectral 668 changes in the TFS to extract temporal information, and that the dynamics of the spectral 669 structure in the TFS explains a larger amount of variance, indicated by MI analysis, in the 670 MEG phase series than the recovered envelope. 671 auditory system from parsing the speech stream using spectral contents and therefore 694 leads to degraded intelligibility. 695
The correlation between spectral resolution and speech intelligibility (Oxenham and 696 Kreft 2014) could be due to the way the auditory system groups speech information in 697 terms of spectral and temporal structure. Modulated noise often reduces listeners' 698 sensitivity to the TFS (Hopkins and Moore 2011), which could be because modulated 699 noise contains dynamic changes in spectral contents and interferes with the spectral 700 structure preserved in TFS. Reduced spectral resolution prevents the auditory system both 701 from tracking spectral changes in speech signals and from separating maskers from target 702 speech based on spectral details. 703
The relationship between the envelope and fine structure. envelope are often argued to be related to temporal coding. Therefore, many studies on 708 speech segmentation mostly focus on the SE and separate between the SE and the TFS. 709
The present study indicates a blurred line between the envelope and TFS in speech 710 segmentation, as our results show that the auditory system can rely on the TFS to 711 temporally group speech information. The common practice of using band-filtering 712 methods to separate envelope and TFS may not be an ideal way to extract critical features 713 from speech signals, as previous finding shows that the TFS and the SE code comparable 714 information in the early/periphery auditory system and therefore cannot be fully 715 separated (Shamma and Lorenzi 2013) . Speech segmentation could rely on local 716 temporal-spectral operations, such as SC and CSC used in the present study and spectro-717 temporal receptive fields found in many studies (Theunissen et 
743
Conclusion: speech segmentation from a synthetic perspective. 744
The envelope and the temporal fine structure of speech are often studied separately in the 745 context of cortical entrainment to speech and speech segmentation. Our study 746
demonstrates that the auditory system treats speech as a whole, and that temporal speech 747 segmentation involves processing both the temporal and spectral contents of speech. This 748 view provides new interpretations to previous findings and also generates new 749 hypotheses for the future study of the neural basis of speech segmentation. 750 751
